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Zona Stitch terra
497303

Zona Stitch olive
495707

Zona | Stitch
flatweave 
100% recycled PET yarns
total weight: ca 1650 gr/m2

no pile due to flatweave structure

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean
reversible

The ZONA series brings subtle luxury to your 
lounging haven. With these rugs, you define the 
space where relaxation takes center stage — a 
tranquil sanctuary in natural hues. Woven in a flat 
weave by skilled craftsmen, these outdoor rugs 
exude elegance. The irregular yarns, spun from 
recycled PET bottles, embody the art of upcycling, 
turning waste into refined beauty.
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Zona Line sesame
497601

Zona Line charcoal
497605

Zona | Line
flatweave 
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2250 gr/m2

no pile due to flatweave structure

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean
reversible

The artisanal allure of this rug ZONA Line is achieved 
through the combination of classic stripes with a rustic 
feel. The irregular threads and the craftsmanship 
of hand-weaving form an intriguing blend with the 
recycled PET yarns.
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Zona Block Stripe cashew
497501

Zona Check denim
497408

Zona | Block Stripe & Check
flatweave 
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2250 gr/m2

no pile due to flatweave structure

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean
reversible

What adds to the charm of these rugs is their 
dual-sided grace, providing versatility that extends 
their lifespan. Imagine yourself serenely seated in 
the soft glow of the late evening sun, surrounded 
by the timeless allure of your perfectly adorned 
lounge spot. Can you picture the tranquility?
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Lace golden mustard
497006

Lace golden mustard-grey 
taupe 497217

Lace thyme-pine
497207

Lace grey taupe
497004

Lace white sand
497009

Lace sage grey-white sand
497201

Lace 
handwoven
100% recycled PET yarns
total weight: ca 4800 gr/m2

total height: ca 15 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
custom sizes on request

water resistant & easy to clean
reversible
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2828

handwoven
100% recycled PET yarns
total weight: ca 3050 gr/m2

total height: ca 15 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
custom sizes on request

water resistant & easy to clean
reversible

The successful LACE series has been complemented
by the LACE tricolore. Next to the subdued colour 
palette we have added three refined colourways. 
Beautiful colour combinations reminiscent of 
sun-drenched long evenings or funky parties.

Lace white-sand-mango
496901

Lace terra-rust-green
496903

Lace thyme-grey-pink
496904

Lace | Tricolore
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Deck 
handwoven
100% recycled PET yarns
total weight: ca 2300 gr/m2

total height: ca 10 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
custom sizes on request

water resistant & easy to clean
reversible

Let the spring and summer come and see the 
DECK in dazzling electric blue that reminds you of 
the Mediterranean sea, or the 'DECK spring green' 
in a very vibrant green! The textures are soft to the
touch and consist of woven ropes that form an 
exciting pattern.

Deck spring green
496607

Deck electric blue
496708

Deck charcoal black
4968052828
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Let's go outside, with our uplifting new in-outdoor rug collection. 

Bringing you bold, durable and weather-proof rugs for your garden, 

terrace or balcony, which can also easily be used inside your home.

Create a relaxing atmosphere for your special moments with friends 

and family with inviting designs from our own design studio and 

statement rugs created in partnership with our brands. 

Perfect for all those long summer days. Enjoy!
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Festival Stripe yellow
496516

Festival Stripe orange
496513

Festival Stripe blue
496518

Habitat | Festival stripe

handtufted
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2600 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm
 
available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

The sunnier the season, the more colours come 
to life! Imagine a vibrant palette of rich, saturated 
hues embracing the bold collection of outdoor 
rugs – FESTIVAL. Get ready to infuse your outdoor 
space with a splash of fun and personality, making 
every moment a celebration of style and sunshine!
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Festival Dots olive green
495817

Festival Dots red
495800

Habitat | Festival dots

handtufted
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2600 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

Get ready to groove with our FESTIVAL series, 
where every rug is hand-tufted by skilled artisans 
who pour their crafty magic into each piece. What 
makes it even cooler? The yarns used are crafted 
from recycled PET bottles – a fab contribution to 
recycling awesomeness!
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Festival Round yellow
496306

Festival Round aqua
496308

Habitat | Festival round

handtufted
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2600 gr/m2
total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
Ø 150   Ø 4'11"
Ø 200   Ø 6'7"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

Picture your seating area transformed into a lively 
burst of joy on your garden, terrace, or balcony, 
adorned with whimsical circles. Let's make your 
space a festival of style that's both eco-friendly 
and funk-tastic.
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LaVida
476801

Habitat | LaVida
handtufted
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2600 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

The versatile LAVIDA effortlessly complements 
various decor styles, allowing you to create a
personalized and inviting atmosphere for your 
outdoor gatherings.
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Aura grey
477304

Aura ochre
477306

Habitat | Aura
handtufted
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2600 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

AURA takes inspiration from the natural world, 
where no shape is perfectly symmetrical. 
The organic shape of this rug brings a touch of 
elegance to your outdoor space, while creating
a harmonious connection with the environment.
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In addition to our own unique B&C collection, we develop and produce 

collections for worldwide renowned brands in the home interior and 

fashion world. 

Our design studio works closely with the designers of these brands 

to ensure that together we can create highly recognizable collections. 

The cooperation with these brands ensures that we can proudly offer

a wide range of rugs where, just as with the B&C collection, quality 

and eye for detail are of great importance.
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Giant Sixties Stem tomato
463703

Giant Sixties Stem noir
463705

Orla Kiely 
tufted
polypropylene
total weight: ca 2200 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

Orla Kiely has a passion for mid-century design. 
Often perceived as retro, the brand reinvents 
and aspires to newness with an ever evolving 
colourpalette to build modern on modernism. 
Designed to withstand all environments, and 
perfect for gardens, patios, kitchens and dining 
areas, these outdoor rugs add a splash of print 
and colour to your outdoor area. 
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Solid Stem sunflower
463606

Solid Stem paprika
463601

Solid Stem basil
463607

Orla Kiely
tufted
polypropylene  
total weight: ca 2200 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes 

water resistant & easy to clean

Bright and contemporary, Orla Kiely's iconic Solid
Stem design adds a playful yet sophisticated touch 
to your outdoor setting, creating an atmosphere 
that's both inviting and stylish. 
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Giant Linear Stem persimmon
460703

Giant Linear Stem slate
460605

Giant Linear Stem seagrass
460607

Orla Kiely 
tufted
polypropylene 
total weight: ca 2200 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

This Giant Linear Stem rug is an Orla Kiely
must-have. The bold, graphic scale is both 
retro and modern at the same time. Add a 
1960's touch to your home!
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Stem Sprig monochrome
463905

Orla Kiely 
tufted
polypropylene 
total weight: ca 2200 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

Bring a bold sixties feel to your outdoor area with 
the Stem Sprig design from Orla Kiely. The pattern 
features simplified leaves and flowers in a stylish 
monochrome colourpalette.
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Unikko 60th Anniversary green
433007

Marimekko 
handtufted
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2600 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

Marimekko is a Finnish design house founded 
in 1951. For seventy years, the unmistakable 
Marimekko prints have been worn as bold badges 
of positivity and personal empowerment. The year 
2024 marks the 60th anniversary of Unikko, one of 
the most recognized Marimekko print designs in 
the world. Unikko was created by Maija Isola for 
Marimekko in 1964 and has since become an 
international icon of print design.
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T Monogram light brown
455811

T Monogram jade green
455807

T Monogram dusted pink
455802

Ted Baker 
handtufted
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2600 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

From the beginning Ted Baker has had a very clear, 
unswerving, focus on quality, attention to detail 
and a quirky sense of humour. Everything produced 
under the Ted Baker name has his personality 
woven into its very heart. This monogram rug creates
a subtle yet striking visual impact, perfect for hosting
unforgettable gatherings and turning any occasion 
into a stylish soirée.
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Botanical Tulip burgundy
455610

Ted Baker 
handtufted
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2600 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

Whether you have a cozy balcony, expansive 
patio, or lush garden, this floral rug effortlessly 
complements any outdoor setting. Its elegant
design makes it a perfect choice for creating a 
chic and inviting ambiance.
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Houndstooth mustard
455706

Houndstooth washed blue
455708

Ted Baker 
handtufted
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2600 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

Immerse yourself in the world of refined patterns 
and add a touch of sophistication to your outdoor 
area with this Ted Baker Houndstooth rug.
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Nuevo blush
426102

Scion 
handtufted
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2600 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

Scion is a proudly British designed brand that's 
inspired by the clean lines of Scandi design. 
Specialists in colour and with a shared passion for 
print, the team are experts in hand drawn design 
and playful prints. Creating uplifting designs to 
make you smile. This bold geometric rug blends 
urban style with an ethnic twist. 
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Scion 

Rivi kiwi
426908

handtufted
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2600 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

RIVI features spots and stripes in a warm green, 
blue and grey colour palette. Bringing you a bold, 
durable and weather proof rug for your garden, 
terrace or balcony, which can also easily be used 
inside your home.
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Ixora emerald-palm-chartreuse
442007

Harlequin

Specto Stripe emerald-marine- 
rust 442108

handtufted
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2600 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

Harlequin believes that our best interiors are 
created when they reflect who we are. Make a 
statement, set a mood, and turn your patio, deck, 
or garden into a personalized haven. Each rug is 
a canvas of colour and creativity, allowing you to 
express your unique personality and style.
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Trattino sea glass
444804

Harlequin
handtufted
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2600 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

TRATTINO is an all-over vibrant design created 
with short brushstrokes inspired by the colours and 
bold brushstrokes of the early 20th Century's Fauvist 
art movement. This bold print makes a statement 
in its own right. 
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Dandelion Clocks ochre silver
445803

Dandelion Clocks botanical 
green 445807

Sanderson 
handtufted
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2600 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

Founded in 1860, Sanderson is renowned for its 
iconic florals and explosive botanicals, hand drawn 
and inspired by the quintessential English garden.
From Arthur Sanderson's Soho Square showroom, 
where he began selling his unique style of wall-
paper some 160 years ago, Sanderson has risen 
to become one of the most influential names in 
interior design. 
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Kasuri indigo
446208

Sanderson 

Manilla Artichoke
446407

handtufted
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2600 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

Designed to harmonize with nature, this MANILA 
outdoor rug will bring a touch of tranquility and 
freshness to your outdoor space. 

The KASURI design was originally inspired by 
an Uzbek robe, woven with pre-printed warps 
to create a beautifully blurred motif.
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Morris & Co

Willow Boughs leafy arbor
428607

handtufted
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2600 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

Enjoy nature and the great outdoors with 
Morris & Co.'s delightful range of outdoor rugs. 
Adorning these hardy rugs is a selection of iconic 
designs inspired by archival documents from 
the Arts & Crafts legend. Weather-proof and
garden-ready, these rugs add classic patterning 
to terraces, balconies, gardens and patios. Crafted 
with UV stability and water resistance technology, 
enjoy the outdoors with comfort and unforgettable 
design, all year round.
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Blackthorn tump
428507

Morris & Co 
handtufted
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2600 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7 x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3 x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7 x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2 x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

Our Blackthorn outdoor rug, inspired by the 
timeless design of J.H. Dearle, seamlessly brings 
the allure of a classic print to your patio or garden. 
Elevate your outdoor decor with this iconic piece 
that not only captures the essence of historical 
elegance but also promises to withstand the test 
of time. 
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Lille pale ochre
480001

Lille sky blue
480008

Lille dove grey
480004

Laura Ashley 
handtufted
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2600 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

Inspired by the rich heritage of the Laura Ashley 
archive, this beautiful collection of rugs has been 
created to complete the timeless look of the world 
of Laura Ashley. Lille is a broad stripe design in two 
tonal colours to create a sophisticated and classic 
feel. Available in three colour compositions. 
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Lilith poppy red
480100

Laura Ashley 
handtufted
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2600 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

Launched in 1987 as a fabric part of the Laura 
Ashley Home Collection, the Lilith is an abstract 
design which features an array of colourful flowers 
like chrysanthemums, tulips, and roses.

The timelessly elegant print Porchester was 
inspired by a piece of antique fabric and added to 
the Laura Ashley archive in 1990. Whatever the 
weather, this vibrant Poppy Red rug adds energy 
wherever you like!

Porchester poppy red
480200
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Thorncliff Daisy sky blue
480308

Laura Ashley 
handtufted
100% recycled PET yarns 
total weight: ca 2600 gr/m2

total height: ca 11 mm

available sizes:
140 x 200   4'7" x 6'7"
160 x 230   5'3" x 7'6"
200 x 280   6'7" x 9'2"
250 x 350   8'2" x 11'6"
no custom sizes

water resistant & easy to clean

This charming design is a repeat print of blooming 
daisies in a fresh and friendly colour combination. 
Crafted with quality in mind, this rug not only adds 
a touch of Laura Ashley's elegance but also provides
comfort and durability for everyday enjoyment.
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